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JOHNSON 7'. STATE.

Opinion delivered October 7, 1907. 

AP pEAL—S. 11: 1 : 1(21Excy or r..c1::1'111):N.F. To INSTInT.TION S.—Exception.; in 
gross: to several instr/U-tions will not be COnsidered if any of them are 
correct. (Page -96.) 

2. SA al E--I NTERLINEATION s.---Lead pencil interlineations upon a tran-
script. if in/authenticated and unexplained. will not be regarded as 
part of the transcript. 	 cc.) 

ApPeal from Sebastian Circuit Court Panic! [bolt. judge :° 
affirmed. 

Edwin liner, for appellant. 
. The finder of lost p,.o,ds may law full take them into 

his possession, and, before he can be convicted of the larceny 
thereof, it must be sh.)wn that the intent to steal existed at 
the time of the findintz.. 63 Ind. 285 Destv's Am. Crim. Law.
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§ 145. If there is any guilt here, it is of embezzlement, not 
larceny. The same evidence will not support an indictment 
for both the offense of larcen y and embezzlement. 13 Ark. 168. 

2. The allegation of ownership is a material allegation in 
an indictment for larcen y, and it must be proved. 55 Ark. 244 ; 
58 Ark. 17; 73 Ark. 34. 

3. The court's third instruction is erroneous in assuming 
appellant's confession of guilt, and that it was accompanied 
with proof. There is no evidence warranting the instruction. 
14 Ark. 286; Id. 530; 16 Ark. 594 ; 18 Ark. 521 ; 20 Ark. 171; 
24 Ark. 540 ; 36 Ark. 117 ; 79 Ark. 453. 

William F. Kirby, Attorney General, and Daniel Taylor, 
assistant, for appellee.- 

1. There is ample proof of the ownership in the record. 
Ownership may be proved either b y direct or circumstantial 
evidence.

2. There was no proper exception to the third instruc-
tion. Where any of the instructions are correct, a general 
exception is unavailing. 74 Ark. 355; 73 Ark. 315; 58 Ark. 353. 

HILL, C. J. Johnson - was indicted for grand larceny, 
charged with stealing $135, and was convicted and sentenced to 
one year in the penitentiary, and has appealed. 

Only two questions are raised : First, as to the sufficiency 
of the evidence, and second, as to the correctness of instruction 
number three. 

1. The evidence has been carefully examined, and the 
court finds it sufficient to sustain the verdict. It would serve 
no useful purpose to review it. 

2. Instruction number three is as follows: "The confes-
sion of the defendant, accompanied with proof that the offense 

,was committed by some one, will warrant a conviction." A 
correct principle is sought to be conveyed in this instruction, 
in consonance with Meisenheimer v. State, 73 Ark. 407. The 
instruction is not happily phrased, and may be subject to ob-
jection as assuming facts or charging upon facts. But the 
qtiestion is not properly presented. The record is made up in 
disregard of the rules of the court, and the original bill of ex-
ceptions seems to be incorporated in the transcript. The tran-
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script should have been rejected by the clerk of this court, but 
its condition was evidently overlooked by him. 

The motion for new trial has the following assignment of 
error : "The court also erred in giving to the jury, on its own 
motion, instruction number two." and thereafter in dim pencil 
interlineation appears, "& 3." The exception is to the instruc-
tions in gross, and would pot be availing if any of them were 

correct. Darden v. State, 73 Ark. 315; Powell v. State, 74 Ark. 
355-

Instructions one and two are mere elemental statements, 
and unquestionably correct. 

But, even if the exception was good, the motion for new 
trial has not preserved the exception to instruction number 
three, and the failure to do so is a waiver of it. This pencil 
interlineation, which is unauthenticated and unexplained, is hot 
to be regarded as a part of the transcript. It has been well said : 
"Such doubtful lead pencil interlineations do not make a record 
for an appellate court." Cunningham v. Seattle Elec. Rv. Co., 
3 Wash. 471 .. See also Heilbron v. Hcinlen, 72 Cal. 376; 2 Enc. 
Plead. & Prac. 292. 

Judgment aftirMed.


